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Our Learning Environment 
We recognize that children learn primarily through play and 

meaningful experiences. Therefore, structured activities are 
coupled with free exploration at learning centers throughout 

the room.  The following centers reinforce the academic skills 
that are the main focus of learning during each week.  

Daily Learning Centers 
Math  

Science & Social Studies 
Sensory 
Puzzles 

 Fine Motor  
Dramatic/Imaginary Play  

Blocks 
Language Arts 

Writing 
Reading  
Listening 

Art  
Computer  
Religion 

 Daily Whole Group Instruction includes 
Phonics 

Math 
Religion 

Handwriting 
Literature 

Enrichment Classes 
Music, P.E. & Library 
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The Curriculum 
“Let's Begin with the Letter People®” is an early education 
curriculum that uses thematic units to develop children's language and 
literacy skills. A major focus is phonological awareness, including rhyming, 
word play, alliteration, and segmentation. Children are encouraged to 
learn as individuals, in small groups, and in a whole-class environment. 
Both cognitive and socio-emotional development, are presented as keys 
to learning.  

The following is the order in which we study the alphabet:  

Unit 1: N, W, P, H, M, A   

Unit 2: B, K, D, F, O 

Unit 3: C, E, Y, G, T 

Unit 4: S, R, Z, I, Q 

Unit 5: V, L, U, J, X 

“Let’s Begin with the Letter People®” includes 26 units arranged around 
five themes: All About Me; Animals, Animals, Animals; Everyone Has 
Needs; Getting Along with Others; and Nature All Around Us. These units 
also incorporate science, math, art, music, social development, and motor 
skills. Through the Interest Centers, children are able to explore, 
investigate, construct, and apply knowledge. Skills are integrated in the 
classroom’s daily events and are taught using a number of materials such 
as Letter People Puppets and Puppet patterns, children’s literature, Big 

Books, Little Books and story tapes, songs and rhymes, Just Listen™ 
computer program, Ready to Read PREdecodable books, and Family 
Activity Pages. 

In addition, we use a literacy series titled Happily Ever After, an 
early literacy level of The Pleasant Rowland Reading Program. This is a 
reading readiness curriculum that focuses on four distinct areas of 
development: oral language and vocabulary, listening skills, direction 
following and fine motor skills. The curriculum is focused around 10 
classic stories from children’s literature and 10 separate units of study.  

For Handwriting, we use Handwriting Without Tears. This program 
aims to make legible and fluent handwriting an easy and automatic skill 
that students can master.  

For Religion, we use a religious readiness program that helps young 

children take their first steps in portraying the virtues.  The curriculum, 
Virtues in Practice , teaches children age appropriate scripture 
stories that tell them of the virtues and a little about the Catholic saints.   
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For Math, we use the Math at Home Program to enable children to 
learn mathematical content and become life-long mathematical thinkers. 
In the Math at Home Program, children naturally explore 
mathematics as they interact with the materials, with each other, and with 
their surroundings. We will also incorporate Interactive Math 
Journals daily. A math journal is the perfect documentation of student 
mastery, growth and learning. Students will also take more pride and 
ownership when using a math journal.  

Memoria Press will be our support curriculum, providing us with Read 
Alouds, a weekly Bible verse, poetry, a weekly devotion and recitation. 

Beliefs and Goals 
Education is the process as much as the product. It is about the journey 
as much as the arrival and that learning at this age is a hands-on 
experience.  

Our curriculum has been designed to help each child grow spiritually, 
emotionally, physically, socially and cognitively in an environment where 
he/she is having fun and learning at the same time.  

The curriculum and the environment are teacher-prepared and it is 
responsive to the children’s interests, needs, and level of development. 
For children to become successful learners, I believe that they need to 
develop skills such as cooperation, taking turns, and the ability to problem 
solve. In addition, it is important for young children to feel confident in 
their ability to make choices, initiate a learning encounter, ask questions, 
and utilize their knowledge. 

Please take a moment to read the following poem and remember that our 
learning is as much of the process, often more, than the product.  
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There’s Nothing In My Bag Today 

Today I did math and science and I toasted bread, 

I counted, measured and I used my eyes, ears and my head. 

I added and subtracted and  

used magnets and blocks on the way 

I learned about a rainbow and I learned how to weigh. 

So please don’t ask me,  

“Is there anything in your bag today?” 

For you see, I’m learning all about sharing as I play. 

I learned to listen and speak clearly when I talk, 

To wait my turn, and when inside, I learned I have to walk. 

To put my thoughts into a phrase, 

To guide a crayon through a maze. 

To find my name and write it down, 

To do it with a smile and not a frown. 

To put my painting brush away. 

So please don’t say,  

“Nothing in your bag today?” 

I’ve learned about a snail and a worm. 

Remembering how to take my turn. 

I helped a friend when he was stuck, 

Learned that water runs off a duck. 

I looked at words from left to right, 

Agreed to differ, not to fight. 

So please don’t say, 

“Did you only play?” 

Author Unknown 
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Classroom Rules/ The Five Life Skills 

1. Being Helpful 
2. Being Careful 
3. Being Respectful 
4. Being Responsible 
5. Being Patient 

Discipline Procedures 

Our classroom will use the Safe Pocket System.   

Each day, I will look for the children to demonstrate these five 
life skills – being helpful, being careful, being respectful, being 
responsible and being patient.  I will use my kangaroo puppet 
(Kinderoo) that had a baby kangaroo in its pouch.  We will talk 
about how the job of the mother was to keep her child safe in 
the “safe pocket.”  I will tell the children that their parents 
count on me keeping them safe – that was my number one job!  
I will give every child a library pocket to decorate as a safe 
pocket for their own kangaroo on a stick. Then I decorate one 
as the Teacher’s Safe Pocket. 

The Safe Pocket is based on teaching children new life skills 
and gives new chances in every moment to self-correct.   
Young children live in the now.  They need a system that lives 
there with them!  The Safe Pocket system is based on the idea 
that children are learning and want to do the right thing.  They 
just don’t have enough experience or support in making new 
choices. 
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How it works: 
When a child makes an inappropriate choice – such as running in 
the classroom –  I would say, “Bobby, you are not being 
careful.”  I might discuss safe behavior in the classroom.  But 
I would use the five life skills as the foundation of my 
conversation.  If a child cannot make good choices, then their 
kangaroo will leave their safe pocket and go into mine.  It stays 
there until I see that child making the right choices.  When that 
happens, I acknowledge the right choice and put the kangaroo 
back in their pocket.  “Bobby!  Look at you!  I see you walking 
with such care!  I see you being safe.  Your kangaroo can go 
back in your safe pocket.”   This gives every child an 
opportunity to redeem themselves!  It really works!  If, let’s 
say, a child’s kangaroo keeps going into my safe pocket (or 
ends the day in my pocket )- then consequences are given that 
address the specific behavior.  We will incorporate a ‘Walking 
Time Out” and a “Behavior Think Sheet” into our behavior 
management system.   

In order for your child to know that we are working together 
to help them grow into responsible and mature young children 
of Godly character, you will find in your child’s bag, a brief 
comment about the day. Please sign and return the form and 
return in your child’s bag on the next school day. Also, please 
take a moment to talk to your child about his/her behavior 
(good and bad). It is important that children learn that we are 
genuinely interested in their day…no matter what happened. 
Please keep in mind that behavior management programs are in 
place to support, not to drive, the classroom instruction. We 
strive to create a welcoming, nurturing, and exciting classroom 
environment that is conducive to learning so that we can make 
optimum use of our time together.  
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Name: _____________________________ 

Weekly Behavior Log 

Monday: 
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________ 

Tuesday:  

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________ 

Wednesday: 

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________ 

Thursday:  

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________ 

Friday:  

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Parent Initials 
______

Parent Initials 
______

Parent Initials 
______

Parent Initials 
______

Parent Initials 
______
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Arrival 7:30-7:55 

At St. Mary’s, parents are responsible for the 
transportation of their children to and from school each 
day.  
Please follow car-pool guidelines as outlined by St. Mary’s 
school handbook. Please read over these pages carefully and 
always think of the safety of all of our children. Children may 
be dropped off between 7:30 am and 7:55 am each day. Doors 
to the classrooms open at 7:45; therefore if you drop off your 
child before 7:45, they will wait in the cafeteria until that time. 
There will be a teacher to supervise all children who are 
dropped off before 7:45.  A warning bell rings at 7:55 to clear 
the halls and prepare for prayers. All children are to be in their 
classrooms by 8:00 am each day. If you do drop off your child 
after 8:00 am, you must walk in with your child and check them 
in at the front office. Please do everything you can to make a 
habit of being on time each day. Many of our special classes 
and Mass begin at 8:05 and your child will miss these classes if 
they are not here on time. Please keep in mind that parents are 
not allowed to walk down to the classroom each day with their 
child unless there is a necessary cause. In that case, please 
check-in with the front office before coming down to your 
child’s classroom. This is for the safety of all our children.  

Birthdays 
Birthdays are very important to preschool children. In our class 
we will celebrate each child’s birthday. As the teacher, I will 
provide your child with a special birthday crown on his/her 
birthday. As the parent you may want to help celebrate your 
child’s special day. However, there are some basic guidelines 
that need to be followed: 

1. You may send donuts, donut holes, muffins, or something small with 
fruit on your child’s birthday for the children to enjoy for morning 
snack. Other ideas (such as a “pizza party lunch”) are welcome but 
please pre-arrange with your child’s teacher.  
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2. Please bring the special snack in the morning when your child is 
arriving at school, or you may bring them at snack time if you are 
planning to come and read a book to the class. Please do not bring 
them to the classroom at any other time. 

3. Parents are welcome to come to the classroom to read a book to 
the students on the day of your child’s birthday. Please arrange an 
appropriate time with the teacher.  

4. Parents are welcome to eat lunch with their child on their birthday.  
Please notify the teacher if you plan on doing so.  

Please do not send presents, balloons, piñatas, or fast food on 
your child’s birthday. Due to liability reasons, we are not 
allowed to hand out party invitations at school. This is a school-
wide policy. I apologize for the inconvenience this may cause. 

Summer Birthdays: 
Children who have birthdays during the summer months will not 
miss out on the fun. During the last week of school we will 
celebrate all of the summer birthdays with a BIG 
UNBIRTHDAY PARTY! This will be a fun time for everyone and 
a way that every life gets celebrated. Since there usually are 
more than one summer birthday, celebration responsibilities 
will be shared among all who are celebrating. I will contact 
those parents toward the end of the school year. 

Birthday Book from the Library 
During your child’s birthday month, you will receive an envelope 
from the library. You can donate any amount of money to 
purchase a book for our school library. A book will be 
purchased, and your child’s name will be placed inside the book 
in honor of your child’s birthday. This is a great way to 
contribute to the growth of our library. 
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Clothing 
Please dress your child in St. Mary’s uniforms. Please consult the St. 
Mary’s handbook for specific dress code regulations. All children should 
also have an extra change of uniform clothing inside their cubby. There 
will be an optional dress down day on the first or second Wednesday of 
every month beginning in September. Your child may wear jeans and a 
SMS shirt. Jeans should not be baggy, inappropriately tight, or low-
waisted. Elastic waisted jeans are recommended for preschoolers.  
Children should wear white, navy, or brown socks, and Velcro only uniform 
shoes or Velcro only tennis shoes. Also, occasionally the students will be 
allowed to dress out-of-uniform for special occasions. On these days, 
please be sure you check the St. Mary’s handbook for out-of-uniform 
dress codes. 

Preschool Girls and Boys Summer Uniform – OPTIONAL  
Summer uniforms may be worn from the first day of school to the 
first day of November, and beginning April 1 to the last day of 
school.  

❖ Khaki walking shorts –elastic waist.  Shorts with the elastic waist 

are required. Pre-K students should not wear shorts with buttons, 
clasps or zippers.  

❖ White or navy polo shirt with school logo (Parker only) – only white 
short sleeve t-shirts may be worn underneath white shirts  

❖ White, navy or brown socks  
❖ Any solid black, solid navy or solid dark brown closed toe velcro 

shoe only.  Laces are not allowed. All shoes must be rubber soled. 
❖ On PE days: Optional white tee with Little Angels logo (Parker only) 

and navy cotton shorts.  Velcro athletic shoes may also be worn. 

Preschool Girls Winter Uniform for Little Angels and Junior Kindergarten 
- REQUIRED 
  

❖ Plaid jumper or plaid dress (Parker only) Modesty shorts or 
bloomers should be worn underneath. 

❖ White blouse with piped Peter Pan collar – long or short sleeve  

❖ Navy cardigan- button up sweater (Optional). (Parker only) Pullover 
sweaters and vests are not allowed. Pullover fleeces are not 
allowed for Little Angels or Junior Kindergarten. 

❖ White or navy socks, tights, or form fitting leggings.  Socks should 
be worn with leggings. 
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❖ Any solid black, solid navy or solid dark brown closed toe velcro 
shoe only. Laces are not allowed. All shoes must be rubber soled. 

❖ On PE days: Optional navy sweatshirt with Little Angels logo (Parker 
only) and navy sweat pants. Velcro athletic shoes may also be worn. 

Preschool Boys Winter Uniform for Little Angels and Junior Kindergarten 
- REQUIRED 
  

❖ Khaki pants – elastic waist only.  Pants with the elastic waist are 

required.  Pre-K students should not wear pants with buttons, 
clasps or zippers. 

❖ White or navy polo with school logo (Parker only) – short or long 

sleeves– only short sleeve white t-shirts may be worn underneath 
white shirts 

❖ Navy cardigan- button up sweater (Optional). (Parker only) Pullover 
sweaters and vests are not allowed. Pullover fleeces are not 
allowed for Pre-K. 

❖ White, navy or brown socks  
❖ Any solid black, solid navy or solid dark brown closed toe velcro 

shoe only.  Laces are not allowed. All shoes must be rubber soled. 
❖ On PE days: Optional navy sweatshirt with Little Angels logo (Parker 

only) and navy sweat pants. Velcro athletic shoes may also be worn. 

General Guidelines for All Boys  
• Hair may be no longer than the top of the collar in the back, the top 

of the ear on the sides and a little above the eyebrow in the front 
so eyebrows are clearly seen. No punk, bleached, colored 
highlights, spiked, mohawk or rattail hairstyles will be allowed in 
school. The administration reserves the right to make final 
decisions concerning a student’s hair.  

• Jewelry - One ring, one watch. 
• Necklaces, Bracelets, and Piercings are not allowed  

General Guidelines for All Girls  
• All skirts/jumpers are to be an appropriate length (top of the knee)  
• Jewelry – one ring, one watch, one pair of simple earrings (no loops 

or dangling). 
• No necklaces or bracelets.  
• Girls in grades Little Angels-5 are not allowed to wear make-up or 

nail polish  
• Hair should be combed/brushed and groomed with no distracting 

hairstyles or embellishments. No punk, bleached, colored highlights, 
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spiked, mohawk or rattail hairstyles will be allowed in school. The 
administration reserves the right to make final decisions 
concerning a student’s hair. 

Communication 
Communication between the home and the school is an 
essential element to the success of each child. Children 
prosper when the primary voices in their lives sing in harmony. 
Let’s do everything we can to make sure that happens. 
Therefore, each day your child will take home their bag which 
will contain their work and weekly forms. This will be very 
important. Please check these each evening and sign and 
return the communication form each day.  Also, if you have 
correspondence that needs to be addressed that day, please 
send it on the back of the weekly form. Small pieces of paper 
in their take home bag could go unnoticed or get lost. We will 
write you back or call you if needed. If you call, please keep in 
mind that the children are my first responsibility during the 
school day, and it is difficult to return phone calls right away. 
We will do our best to return phone calls during my planning 
time, after school, or in the evening. It may not be possible for 
us to always to respond to you on the same day. We will try my 
best to respond to you as promptly as possible.  Please leave 
your name and an alternate number where you can be reached 
after school hours.   

You may also e-mail me if you have a brief question that can be 
answered easily. Please remember that e-mail should not 
replace conversations. If the message you are going to send 
begins a dialogue, then we will need to schedule a time to 
meet.  As with phone calls, I will rarely have time to reply on 
the same day, so if you have a question that needs to be 
addressed that day…please send it on your child’s daily report. 

Parents and teachers are not allowed to text or call each other 
on their personal cell phones during school hours.  
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The school strongly encourages teachers not to communicate 
professionally using social media. Please do not use Facebook 
for school related communication. If you need to get in 
contact with me on-line, email is the easiest and best way to do 
this.  

Please do not come to the classroom to have a conversation 
with us during school hours. The children are our responsibility 
during these times. It is very difficult to take care of young 
children while talking to parents. If you have an important 
message for us, please send it on their daily report or tell the 
office and they will get the message to us. We are certainly 
happy to talk with you before or after school if you schedule 
an appointment.  

Storage 
Each child will be provided with an area outside with hooks and 
a small ledge  as well as a small bin in the classroom.  Both 
areas will have his/her name and picture on it. Providing the 
children with a picture of themselves makes it easier for them 
to find their area when putting items away. Please make sure 
any items you bring from home are clearly labeled . These 
storage areas will serve as storage for their snack, lunch box, 
coats and take-home bag.  Please make sure that they are not 
bringing anything extra (like toys, sunglasses, hats, etc.) to 
school each morning.  Please place Show and Tell in a separate 
bag.  
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Dis-enrollment Policy 
The following factors could be, but are not limited to reasons 
for dismissal: 

1. Behavior problems that are a disruption to the 
classroom environment.  

2. Lack of school readiness such as consistent crying, 
lack of cooperation and separation anxiety. 

3. Consistent potty training issues.  
All new and transfer students will be placed on a nine-week 
probationary period. At the end of the probationary period, the 
current academic status, academic achievement and conduct 
of the student will be reviewed by the teachers and the 
principal to determine the appropriateness of his/her 
placement in St. Mary’s School and in the assigned grade. At the 
end of the probationary period, one of three things will happen:  

1. The student is accepted; 
2. The student’s probationary period is extended; 
3. The student is no longer allowed to attend St. Mary’s 

School 

Dismissal  
Children attending for the full day without siblings at St. Mary’s 
will be dismissed at 2:40 pm each day. These children will be 
escorted to the front door of the school by an adult. Children 
who have older siblings at St. Mary’s will be escorted to their 
cars between 3:00-3:30 when their families’ name is called. 
Please be in the lane closest to the building so the younger 
children do not have to cross over traffic. No pre-school child 
will be dismissed on their own at anytime. In the event that 
someone else is picking up your child, the office must have a 
note giving them permission. When the person arrives, he/she 
will need to show us a photo identification card. If you are in 
need of after school care for your child, please call the school 
and talk with Mrs. Regina Waters for information regarding 
rates and availability. After school care is available until 5:30 
pm. Any student who has not been picked up from school by 
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3:30 will be taken to after school care. The person picking any 
pre-school child up is responsible for securing the child into 
their car seat or booster seat and for making sure the car 
door is closed securely. 

Illnesses 
If a child becomes sick during the day, you will be notified to 
come and take your child home. If your child is sent home they 
may not return the following day. Sick children cannot be cared 
for at school. Please do not send your child to school with a 
fever. Any child who has had a fever, nausea, diarrhea, or 
vomiting should be symptom free for 24 hours before 
returning to school WITHOUT taking a fever reducing 
medication. Your cooperation with this policy is extremely 
important and helps ensure a healthy and happy school 
environment for all of our children, families, and staff. In 
addition, if your child is going to be absent for the day, it is the 
parent’s responsibility to notify the school office by 8:30am.  

A priority here at St. Mary's is to keep all of our students 
healthy and in school. We can all work together to prevent the 
spread of illness.  
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Lunches 
We have two options for lunch. You can either send your child with a 

packed lunch or purchase a lunch provided from the cafeteria. Please see 
below for details. 

Option 1: Packed Lunches 
If you are sending a lunch, please help us by following these lunch box 

guidelines: 

The Containers: 
Please have the contents of your child’s lunch ready to eat! The idea is 
that your child can open 1 or 2 containers and have their entire lunch in 
front of them. Please also remember that your child’s lunch will not be 
refrigerated or heated up. Purchase some ice packs to put in your child’s 
lunch box to keep their lunch cool in the morning hours.  

Contents of Lunch: 
Please be sure to send your child a nutritional lunch each day. A healthy 
lunch should have the nutrients that children need to grow, learn, and play. 
An example of a healthy lunch would be a sandwich, a fruit (berries, an 
apple cut up, mandarins, etc…), a vegetable (baby carrots, cucumber 

slices, etc…), and a small handful of goldfish or graham crackers. Please 
do not send “Lunchables” or candy. I am not opposed to your child having 
a simple treat in their lunch box such as 1 small cookie. Yogurt also makes 
a nice treat which the children enjoy. Just please be sure your child has 
plenty of healthy items to eat before they have dessert.  Please keep in 
mind that we cannot heat your child’s lunch for them. Also please be sure 
that all food is peeled, cut up, and ready for your child to eat. Students at 
St. Mary’s are never allowed to have fast food such as McDonald’s for 
lunch. If you send in something from a fast food restaurant we are 
required to get a school lunch for your child, charge it to your account, 
and send the fast food lunch home with your child that afternoon. Please 
do not put us or your child in this position.  

Drinks: 
Please either send your child a drink in a spill-proof drink container or 
purchase a milk from the cafeteria.  Water and Lemonade will be provided 
for the children in the cafeteria as well.  Absolutely, no carbonated 

beverages or soft drinks such as coke, sprite, etc…  Please do not send 

tea or sugary drinks like Kool-Aid, Fruit Punch, etc…  
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Option 2: Purchasing Lunch from the cafeteria 
Jr. Kindergarten students may purchase a lunch that is served in the 

cafeteria. You may view the monthly lunch calendar on-line at 
www.stmarysschool.tn.org  and click on the “parent info.” icon. 

Lunch Payment: 
Please send in a check written to St. Mary’s School in a labeled envelope 
to cover your child’s milk and/or lunches. The office request no handling 
of cash. If cash is how you will be purchasing, please let me know.  
Please write on it, your family’s name at the bottom and “lunch money” so 
it will be recorded in the computer correctly. You only need one check for 
your entire family. Send this to school in your child’s take-home bag and 
we will send it to the front office. Many of the families send in a check to 
cover several weeks.  The cafeteria manager will notify you when the 
account is low.  Cost of a child’s lunch is $3.50 and includes milk.  Milk 
alone is .50 

Following these guidelines help lunch and snack go smoothly in our 
classroom each day. Thank you for your help and support. 

Mass 

Pre - Kindergarten will begin attending school mass later in the fall once 
they have adjusted to their normal schedule. You will receive information 
home about this before we begin regular attendance.  

Guidelines on the Reception of Holy Communion: 
On November 14, 1996, the National Conference of Catholic Bishops 
approved the following guidelines on the reception of communion.  The 
guidelines, seek to remind all those who may attend Catholic liturgies of 
the present discipline of the Church with regard to the sharing of 
Eucharistic communion. 

For Catholics: 
As Catholics, we fully participate in the celebration of the Eucharist when 
we receive Holy Communion. We are encouraged to receive Communion 
devoutly and frequently. In order to be properly disposed to receive 
Communion, participants should not be conscious of grave sin and 
normally should have fasted for one hour. A person who is conscious of 
grave sin is not to receive the Body and Blood of the Lord without prior 
sacramental confession except for a grave reason where there is no 
opportunity for confession.  

http://www.stmarysschool.tn.org
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In this case, the person is to be mindful of the obligation to make an act 
of perfect contrition, including the intention of confessing as soon as 
possible (canon 916). A frequent reception of the Sacrament of Penance 
is encouraged for all.  

For our fellow Christians:  
We welcome our fellow Christians to this celebration of the Eucharist as 
our brothers and sisters. We pray that our common baptism and the action 
of the Holy Spirit in this Eucharist will draw us closer to one another and 
begin to dispel the sad divisions which separate us. We pray that these will 
lessen and finally disappear, in keeping with Christ's prayer for us "that 
they may all be one" (Jn 17:21).  

Because Catholics believe that the celebration of the Eucharist is a sign 
of the reality of the oneness of faith, life, and worship, members of 
those churches with whom we are not yet fully united are ordinarily not 
admitted to Holy Communion. Eucharistic sharing in exceptional 
circumstances by other Christians requires permission according to the 
directives of the diocesan bishop and the provisions of canon law (canon 
844 § 4). Members of the Orthodox Churches, the Assyrian Church of the 
East, and the Polish National Catholic Church are urged to respect the 
discipline of their own Churches. According to Roman Catholic discipline, 
the Code of Canon Law does not object to the reception of communion by 

Christians of these Churches (canon 844 § 3).  

For those not receiving Holy Communion: 
All who are not receiving Holy Communion are encouraged to express in 
their hearts a prayerful desire for unity with the Lord Jesus and with one 
another.  

For non-Christians: 
We also welcome to this celebration those who do not share our faith in 
Jesus Christ. While we cannot admit them to Holy Communion, we ask 
them to offer their prayers for the peace and the unity of the human 
family. 

Movies 
Occasionally an age-appropriate video will be shown to your 
child at school. This will occur on a limited basis for a special 
occasion or when it correlates with student learning. For 
example, on Valentine’s Day we may watch “Barney’s Valentine” 
video, or we may read “The Very Hungry Caterpillar” and then 
watch the video during letter C week.  
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Newsletters 
The school posts an on-line newsletter called the “Spotlight” 
each week on our web-site at www.stmarysschool.tn.org  The 
school newsletter is posted weekly. Please take the time over 
the course of each week to look over this newsletter so you 
will be aware of events and important information at our 
school. In addition, we will send home a weekly Jr. 
Kindergarten newsletter to share the happenings in our little 
world! This is a great communication tool between the school 
and the home, as well as a fun way to highlight what we do each 
week.  

Naptime 
According to the American Academy of Pediatrics, 
preschoolers need a minimum of 10-12 hours of sleep at night, 
as well as a nap during the day. This amount of sleep has been 
shown to be necessary for children to be able to learn and 
develop well. Children in the Pre - Kindergarten class will nap 
each day. The school will provide the 2 inch plastic mats, but 
you will need to purchase a mat cover from the school. Your 
child may bring a small soft stuffed animal to sleep with. Just 
please remember that the item should promote rest. The 
stuffed animal needs to be something that can stay at school in 
your child’s cubby. It cannot be carried back and forth 
between home and school each day. Please make certain that 
all items are labeled with your child’s first and last name. We 
will send home your child’s covers for laundering weekly.  

http://www.stmarysschool.tn.org
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Potty Training and Restroom Policy 
Students entering St. Mary’s Jr. Kindergarten must be toilet 
trained before the start of school. This includes independent 
use of the toilet, able to remove and replace clothing and hand 
washing all without assistance. In contrast to a day care 
setting, we require that all our pre-school students be fully 
potty trained to the extent that they can take care of their own 
toileting needs without assistance. Pre-school students are not 
allowed to wear diapers or pull-ups to school. We understand 
that a child may occasionally have a potty accident. We will ask 
that you provide an extra set of clothes for your child in case 
this should happen. When your child has an accident he or she 
will be required to change without the assistance of a teacher. 
The Catholic Diocese strictly prohibits adults from being inside 
the restroom with children. Below you will see our procedures: 

• If a child has three accidents in one week, the child will 
be sent home full time for one week to work on potty 
training. If the accidents are only occurring during nap-
time, the child will be placed on a half day schedule for 
two weeks.  

• If a child has two potty accidents in one day, the parent 
will be called to pick up the child when the second 
accident occurs. 

• If a child has an accident and is unable to clean himself/
herself up, a parent will be called to come and pick the 
child up from school. The child will need to be taken home 
and cleaned up. The child will be allowed to return to 
school on the next school day unless it is his/her third 
accident for the week.  
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Prescription Drugs and Medicines 
Prescription drugs and over the counter medicine should, 
whenever possible, be dispensed by a parent or guardian. If a 
child is given a prescription to take three times daily, it is 
recommended that the parent give the medicine before school, 
after school and at bedtime. If the medicine must be taken 
with the lunch meal, or more often than three times daily, the 
office personnel should dispense the medication. All 
medications will be kept and administered through the school 
office. Do not send in medications with your child. You must 
drop of and pick up the medications in person from the front 
office and have an authorization form completed. Access to 
this form is on the school web site. Once the medication is 
administered, there is an additional form that will be sent home 
for you to complete and return. All these forms are required 
by law for any individual to administer any kind of medication. 
Medication includes anything from Neosporin to prescription 
drugs.  

Show and Tell 
Each child will have a scheduled day. Please do not allow your 
children to bring in items on unscheduled show and tell days.  

Snacks 
We will have a morning snack each day. If your child has food 
allergies, please notify me immediately.  Please be sure you 
send healthy snacks. We will snack inside and outside as the 
weather permits.  Please include a portable drink with snack if 
your child would like something other than water. 
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Take-Home Bags 
Please, no backpacks (unless they are transporting show and 
tell). The school will provide “take-home bags” for the children 
on their first full day of school. These bags will be sent home 
daily and should return with your child each morning. Please 
make sure that you check your child’s bag each day when they 
come home. All important information about your child’s day at 
school will be inside of your child’s bag.  This is our primary 
source of communication and is great practice for years to 
come!  

Tardies 
Preschool in the state of TN is not compulsory. However, a 
consistent and unrushed schedule is best for your child and 
his/her peers. PLEASE do everything you can to have your child 
in their classroom by 7:55. This way they have time to unpack, 
use the restroom if needed and begin prayers at 8:00. In 
addition, most of our special classes begin at 8:05 this year and 
if they are late, they will miss some of their favorite classes.  

If you arrive at school past 8:00 am, you must walk into the 
school with your child, check him/her in at the front office. 
This is because once the bell rings at 8:00, all the adults who 
were supervising morning traffic must return to their own 
classrooms. Please remember and communicate to anyone who 
is bringing your child to school that if you drop off your child at 
the front of the school after 8:00 am, they will not be 
supervised.  

Toys 
In order to promote a quality learning environment for all 
students, we request that you do not allow your child to bring 
toys to school. Toys cause multiple distractions and problems in 
a school environment. The school is not responsible for any 
toys that are brought to school and become lost or broken. 
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Volunteer Hours 
Parents are required to complete 10 hours of volunteer hours 
per school year. Any time you volunteer to help in your child’s 
classroom or at the school, you should log onto RenWeb and 
record your parenting volunteer hours to receive credit. You 
can also receive 1 hour of credit for every $10.00 you 
spend purchasing something for the classroom. Parents 
are responsible for logging onto their RenWeb account and 
documenting their volunteer hours.   

This information is provided in addition to St. Mary’s Student 
and Parent Handbook. In addition, please take some time to 

read through the school handbook at www.stmarysschool.tn.org 

The principal, pastor and teacher retain the right to amend this 
handbook for just cause. Parents will be given prompt 

notification if changes are made.  

**St. Mary’s Pre - Kindergarten Program adheres to and follows 
the guidelines approved by the State of Tennessee for Child 

Care Centers.** 

http://www.stmarysschool.tn.org

